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Abstract: The nexus of global tourism, disasters and sustainability have always been triggered by numerous crises, e.g., political unrest, wars, and pandemics. However, there is still fragmented research on destination crisis marketing, and its impact on willingness to travel remains largely unknown. To address this critical research gap, the present study used an experimental research design by framing destination crisis marketing campaigns (2 × 2 frames including DCM implemented versus DCM not implemented) and electronic word of mouth (2 × 2 frames including positive e-Wom versus negative e-Wom) to examine their impact on destination trust and global expat’s willingness to travel. Based on the experimental settings of global expats (N = 232; representing over 10 nationalities) with four framing groups (Group 1 to Group 4, configured in frames as + DCM and ± e-Wom), the new evidence suggests that global expats who are provoked by positive crisis marketing campaigns and positive e-Wom (Group 4) have higher levels of destination trust than those who are exposed to either negative crisis marketing scenario and/or negative e-Wom (i.e., Group 1 to Group 3). The findings also revealed that global expat’s willingness to travel is significantly influenced by destination crisis marketing campaigns and e-Wom. Interestingly, for all framing groups (Group 1 to Group 4), the effects of destination crisis marketing and e-WOM on expat’s willingness to travel, was significantly mediated by destination trust. Utilizing prominent theories (i.e., signal theory, image repair theory and trust transfer theory), the study implications highlighted that crisis marketing and positive e-Wom could serve as the cornerstones for destinations to stay relevant, regenerate sustainable practices, as well as create new opportunities out of a crisis.
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1. Introduction

Sustainable destination transformations are significantly altered by crises and disasters of various sorts, however, the worst of all the crises has been the COVID-19 pandemic the world has been going through since the end of 2019 [1]. The COVID-19 has brought the global tourism industry almost to a complete halt. As a response, destinations have implemented well-established crisis measures to restore their images, rebuild trust, and re-attracting tourists, globally [2]. Destination crisis marketing is a component of destinations’ overall counter-crisis marketing efforts during times of crisis to restore tourists’ confidence in the viability of destinations [1,3]. When hit by a crisis, destination marketers much
like their counterparts in other industries, need to harness different media ubiquitously to promote destinations as safe and attractive [2]. In this respect, destinations’ owned media (DOM) refer to media channels that are largely controlled by quasi-governmental bodies (destination management organizations) [4]. DOM include state-owned web pages and social media accounts that aim to direct and amalgamate the individual promotional efforts of other organizations to ensure coherency in destinations’ overall marketing activities [5]. Nevertheless, the conventional role of DOM has been recently questioned as they are becoming less reflective of the complex relations of contemporary tourism, where tourists tend to ignore intermediaries and want to control their relationships with individual tourism stakeholders [6].

The present COVID-19 pandemic intensified the ongoing debates about what to communicate and how to design marketing messages to regain trust towards destinations in times of crisis [7,8]. In this vein, this study borrows from the image repair theory, which concentrates exclusively on messages that are tailored to enhance images tarnished by suspicion and criticism [9]. Therefore, once a positive destination image is cultivated, destination management organizations are responsible for protecting it from crises by implementing effective crisis communication and recovery marketing strategies [2,10,11]. Despite the fact that destinations need to take preventive and restorative measures when encountering image problems, most destination management organizations are still ill-prepared to deal with unexpected crisis events [7,12–14]. Therefore, as an alternative, destinations’ earned media (DEM) offer a significant solution while destinations are trying to get over the crisis-related pitfalls. DEM are categorized as user-generated content shared and consumed within consumers’ own networks (e.g., retweeting a friend’s tweet about a product) [15]. Prior studies in tourism illustrated that DEM (i.e., e-WOM, online review sites, and travel blogs) alleviate tourists’ risk perception and generate a sense of trust when destinations suffer from crises such as terror attacks, and natural disasters, etc. [16,17]. Furthermore, earned media is cited as more influential than owned media platforms to increase consumers’ trust and positive intentions [15,18]. Tourists can be more skeptical of DOM as they might assume that destination marketers provide misleading information in their own media. In contrast, the feeling of trust is intensified for the earned media sources where information is shared on social media and online travel review sites [18–20].

Although destination trust and loyalty have been commonly studied under normal conditions, the study of the interrelationships between these concepts in times of crisis has been largely neglected [2,7,21]. The fact that the crises with a major impact on tourism have been commonly witnessed over the past few decades, the urgency of the need to investigate various aspects of destination marketing and management from the perspective of crises has been exacerbated [12,21,22]. To that end, the present study addresses a nascent field of research by contributing to the destination crisis marketing literature [3]. In particular, the present study investigates the impact and relevance of both DOM and DEM in destination recovery efforts during the pandemic for the first time in tourism literature [2,23,24]. Thus, the findings will provide clear-cut strategies to destination management organizations to tackle the negative consequences of the pandemic. Last but not least, the present study also aims to extend the scholarly knowledge about the mediating role of destination trust between tourist behavior and destination crisis marketing activities by applying a quasi-experimental design [7,25,26].

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Influence of Destination Crisis Marketing on Destination Trust

Destination trust refers to the extent that destinations are perceived as reliable, transparent, risk-free, and able to perform their advertised functions [27,28]. Having been struck by the COVID-19, global destinations have suffered from the erosion of travelers’ trust towards destinations, which induced significant drops in tourism revenues. As a result, tourism destinations’ future has become more dependent on their ability to provide a risk-free, safe, and reliable environment to their guests [29,30]. Also, destination management
organizations must contemplate how they should counter risks of various sorts during crises, including their marketing strategy. As a part of the destination’s comprehensive action plan, destination crisis marketing is designed to provide positive messages about the destination, which aim to reduce tourists’ risk perceptions and enhance their sense of trust [31,32]. When individuals think of traveling to a new destination, they assess various information coming from both owned media (i.e., Destination web pages) versus earned media (i.e., previous travelers’ comments). Hence, crisis marketing messages of destination management organizations may act as one of the groups of valuable signals, helping and influencing tourists to make more educated decisions [33].

According to the image repair theory, destinations shouldn’t stick to their regular promotional tools during a time of crisis but have to consider and adopt various strategies to bring tourists back. For instance, destinations can convey messages that everything is functioning, as usual, the situation has been eased, and visiting the destination is safe as opposed to public opinion [10,34]. In contrast, destinations may also choose to accept and publicly refer to the problem to establish rapport with the target audience [35]. Despite the relevance of image repair theory in tourism, there is still limited empirical research on the influence of the crisis on destinations and destinations’ image recovery attempts [22]. In an earlier study that measured the impact of the Fukushima earthquake on tourism found that the psychological and social risks associated with the radioactive contamination caused travelers to develop distrust towards Japan as a tourism destination [36]. In response, the Japanese National Tourism Organization initiated a destination crisis program to reestablish trust. This marketing campaign communicated information about such as Japan’s highly advanced disaster management systems, its world-class health care infrastructure, and the country’s food safety standards, etc. Eventually, these efforts paved the way for Japan to regain travelers’ trust and increase the inbound tourism flow [36].

A review of recent research also suggests that the adoption of crisis marketing strategies tends to mitigate tourists’ perception of risk and inspire trust towards the destinations [37,38]. Aliperti and Cruz [37] emphasized the need for tailor-made marketing communication strategies that take into account of cross-cultural behavioral differences of international travelers [37]. The researchers also recommended not to apply “one size fits all marketing strategies” in case destinations host tourists from different nationals. Similarly, in a most recent study analyzing European destinations’ reactions during crises, Avraham [34] showed that destinations could communicate messages reassuring that the place is safe and locals are continuing their life routine [34]. The above discussion shows that crisis marketing efforts of destination management organizations may act as an important instrument to reestablish tourists’ trust towards destinations in times of crisis. Based on this background, the following hypothesis is formed:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1).** Participants provoked by positive crisis marketing campaigns have higher levels of destination trust than those who are shown negative crisis marketing scenarios.

### 2.2. Influence of Destination e-WOM on Destination Trust

Destination perception has been widely acknowledged as the product of three main sources of information, including destination marketers’ efforts, tourists’ real experiences, and word of mouth (WOM) [39,40]. In other words, destination tourist is an outcome of multiple sources, including tourists’ first-hand experiences and earned media such as WOM. As the typical example of earned media, WOM in tourism refers to the dissemination of destination information between individuals via oral communication. Whilst, the advancement of mobile devices and technologies led the way to the emergence of Electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM), i.e., system where interaction and communication relating to products, services, and destinations take place in online communities and websites [41]. Although in the traditional WOM information sharing mostly occur between relatives, friends, and peer groups, in e-WOM people may have access to online reviews made by people they do not know or whose identities are mostly unknown. Therefore, compared with WOM,
e-WOM may be more likely to provide more objectivity of the information when tourists think about new destinations, relatively freer from interpersonal bias [27]. Another distinct advantage of e-WOM is that as it exists online, it allows access to potentially millions of people at any time in a day and for a longer period of time [42].

Based on the trust transfer theory, trust is cognitively transferred from the source of trust to the unknown target, when the trustor has little to no experience [43,44]. To put it differently, when individuals are to evaluate an entity, a brand, or a destination, etc., that they are not familiar with, they tend to rely on the source of trust and transfer that positive image to the unknown target if these two factors are perceived as related. The pioneering study of Lee et al. [43] delineated that successful mega-event(s) such as festivals led to favorable attitudes towards the whole country (China) as a destination [43]. Furthermore, Pop et al. [45] illustrated that the sense of trust towards social media influencers positively influences each stage of tourists’ decision journey, including the purchase decision and experience sharing [45]. Similarly, tourists’ evaluations of reviews on a worldwide famous online platform may also increase the positive perception and assessment of the destination [46], thus can be instrumental in spreading positive messages about a destination. In line with this perspective, several tourism researchers have investigated the role of e-WOM in the promotion of destinations (e.g., [16,27,47]).

A review of the literature shows that e-WOM has a positive influence on destination image, attitude toward destinations as well as tourists’ visiting intentions [16,41,48]. Also, e-WOM tends to play an important role in restoring the image of the destination following crises such as political disputes, terror attacks, and natural disasters [16,17]. Hence, destinations often spend efforts to increase tourists’ involvement and motivation to establish and distribute positive e-WOM in order to generate better destination mental images [49]. In a study investigating the impact of political turmoil on tourism following the Arab Spring, Avraham [17] found that e-WOM mitigated the tourists’ risk perceptions and increased their intentions to visit positively. In particular, the online campaign launched by the travel bloggers helped Jordan restore its image and allowed it to re-attract the visitors following the crisis [17]. Again, in a more recent study by Assaker and O’Connor [16], it was found that e-WOM platforms such as social media, travel review sites, and online communities were highly effective in alleviating tourists’ negative perceptions of political instability and terrorism threats in relation to a destination [16].

Despite the sufficient evidence for the relevance of e-WOM in promoting destinations [16,40,50,51], the specific relationship between destination e-WOM and trust has been mentioned only in a few studies in the literature [25,27,46]. In a study on Northern Cyprus nationals, respondents suffering from health problems were asked to indicate their extent of reliance on online travel reviews if they were to consider traveling abroad for medical care. The findings demonstrated that the medical tourists’ feelings of trust towards the destinations were positively influenced by the comments posted on well-known online review sites [27]. Also, another study conducted on international patients receiving medical care in Istanbul elucidated the positive influence of e-WOM on destination trust [46], whilst there were gender-based differences in the strength of the relationships. Based on the above discussion, one can argue that when individuals see positive e-WOM in online travel review sites, their trust towards destinations is heightened.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Participants who are provoked by the positive e-WOM scenario have higher levels of destination trust than those who are shown the negative e-WOM scenario.

2.3. Mediating Effects of Destination Trust on Destination e-WOM and Willingness to Travel

The mediating role of trust has been empirically tested in prior marketing studies and verified for various contexts. The limited research in the literature has illustrated that trust mediates the relationship between brand loyalty and other concepts such as corporate social responsibility [52], perceived utilitarian and hedonic benefits [53], brand image perceptions [54], and risk aversion [55]. Further studies have validated the role of trust as
a mediator on the relationship between corporate citizenship, intention to purchase [56], brand personality and consumer command, etc. [57].

Parallel with the growing body of trust literature in marketing; the trust concept has recently begun to attract the interest of tourism researchers [26]. For instance, Abubakar [46] identified the mediating role of destination trust between e-WOM and tourists’ travel intentions by using a structural model, where the findings also suggested the gender’s moderating role on this relationship. Particularly, while the impact of e-WOM on destination trust was found to be significantly stronger for the male respondents, the relationship between destination trust and travel intention was recognized as stronger for the female participants [46]. In another conceptually similar study, Abubakar and Ilkan [27] tested the mediating roles of destination trust and income as moderating variables on the e-WOM and travel intention relationship. This study revealed that the impact of destination trust on travel intention was weakened along with an increase in respondents’ income levels [27]. Based on the prior literature clarifying the mediating role of destination trust between e-WOM [25], travel, and revisit intentions, the third hypothesis of the current study was established as follows:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Destination trust mediates the relationship between e-WOM and the intention to travel for each group.

2.4. Mediating Effects of Destination Trust on Destination Crisis Marketing and Willingness to Travel

The mediating role of trust has been studied from various contextual relationships such as the relationship between the company image and loyalty [58], perceived risk, knowledge, and purchase intentions [39], etc. Also, in the tourism literature, trust has been widely recognized as a mediating variable, influencing the extent to which travel intention is facilitated or hindered [60,61]. Prior studies have empirically shown the mediating role of destination trust between various factors such as visitors’ service quality perceptions and revisit intentions [62], destination social responsibility, and intention to visit [32].

In a most recent study, Hassan and Soliman [26] analyzed the influence of fear perceptions on domestic holidaymakers by using a structural model and acknowledged that social responsibility was an important predictor of tourists’ revisit intentions for a destination [26]. The study showed that destinations operating in an environmentally responsible manner, which complies with health and safety regulations, could create higher levels of trust. Furthermore, destination trust was found to mediate the relationship between destination social responsibility and intention to visit a destination. This finding means that if destinations build a reputation for being socially responsible, they can establish trust, which in turn may help them increase tourists’ visiting intentions. This impact might also be amplified, especially during or after periods of crises when individuals tend to be more risk-averse [26,63]. Consequently, the fourth hypothesis has been developed as follows:

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Destination trust mediates the relationship between destination crisis marketing and willingness to travel for each group.

3. Methods

3.1. Sampling and Procedure

The present study adopted a quasi-experimental design, where SPSS 26 and Amos 24 software were utilized for data analyses and hypotheses testing. The data were collected from white-collar expats working in the United Arab Emirates by sending invitations directly to their institutional e-mails. After the initial data purifications (i.e., outliers, normality, etc.), the final sample was reduced to 232 observations (see Table 1 for demographics). In particular, the study has used four scenario combinations and 58 participants were involved in each scenario. Therefore, the number of participants for each experimental group was above the minimum recommended sample size of 30 [64–66]. During the research, participants were exposed to a unique combination of 2 (crisis marketing positive; crisis
marketing negative) × 2 (e-Wom positive; e-Wom negative) scenarios, where the separate and combined impacts of CM and e-Wom on the outcome variables (i.e., destination trust, willingness to travel) were examined. Also, to prevent possible response biases that could result from prejudices and prior negative experiences towards any particular destination, the present study adopted a fictional destination name (i.e., Ambrosia). Therefore, participants were required to evaluate destinations’ CM campaigns and e-WOM scenarios before answering the questions about destination trust and willingness to travel. In the design of CM scenarios, the positive scenario was cultivated to include the most common characteristics of successful crisis marketing campaigns [1–3,7,38,67–71]. The positive CM scenario stressed and used the following words in the text: “empathy, transparency, optimism, and supportiveness”, whereas the negative CM scenario was designed not to sound as being transparent, optimistic, and supportive, etc. [3,71] Finally, in each scenario, the same scenery was used so as to ensure that cases were perceived identical except the textual contents (Table 2). When it comes to e-WOM, participants were shown two messages in an online travel review site, where the former contained a positive message accompanied with a rating of four out of five and the latter was slightly a negative message along with two ratings. In particular, the positive e-WOM scenario emphasized the health regulations implemented to prevent the spread of the infection, whereas the negative eWOM scenario depicted a case where the regulations were not sufficiently followed (Table 3).

Table 1. Global Expat’s Demographics (N = 232).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Monthly Income (UAE Dirham)</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10,000–20,000</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26–35</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21,000–30,000</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36–45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31,000–40,000</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>41,000–50,000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥55</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Above 50,000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Matriculation/O-Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigerian</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Intermediate/A-Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistani</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Graduation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Masters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudanese</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algerian</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Nationalities</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *1 Dirham is equal to 0.27 USD.
Table 2. Destination Crisis Marketing Scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination Crisis Marketing (Implemented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome to Ambrosia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The good news is that <strong>bad things will end soon</strong> ¹. We know that our lovely planet as well as Ambrosia is going through difficult times, thus <strong>we empathize with your health concerns</strong> ² due to the recent pandemic. Lying at the heart of the Mediterranean Sea, Ambrosia is a unique and exciting destination that offers many cultural and historical attractions and a variety of interesting activities. To ensure a reliable, safe, and healthy holiday, <strong>we transparently follow the rules and regulations</strong> ³ of International Health and Tourism Authorities. We are committed to providing high standards of quality, hygiene, and safety standards throughout your journey, and <strong>fully support you</strong> ⁴ for a memorable and distinguished vacation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination Crisis Marketing (Not Implemented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome to Ambrosia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We know that our lovely planet as well as Ambrosia is going through difficult times due to the recent pandemic. However, this crisis shouldn’t prevent us from realizing our dreams and exploring our planet. Lying at the heart of the Mediterranean Peninsula, Ambrosia is an exciting and fascinating destination that offers many cultural and historical attractions and a variety of interesting activities. To ensure a joyful holiday for you, we are committed to providing distinguished services as well as memorable experiences while you are our guest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ¹ optimism; ² empathy; ³ transparent and ⁴ supportiveness as four key-characteristics of destination campaign.

Table 3. Destination e-WOM scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive e-WOM about Ambrosia</th>
<th>Negative e-WOM about Ambrosia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great and Safe Stay in Ambrosia</td>
<td>Not a very pleasant stay in Ambrosia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoyed every moment of my vacation in Ambrosia. The destination offers a variety of amazing and unique experiences, including Mediterranean cuisine and visiting cultural monuments from ancient civilizations. During my journey, there were very strict regulations to prevent the spread of infectious viral diseases. Social distancing practices were strictly followed in my hotel and other touristic areas. Our body temperatures were measured every time before entering the hotel as well as in tourist places.</td>
<td>Although I had enjoyed most of the time during my vacation in Ambrosia, there were some incidences that I felt insecure and vulnerable to the risk of getting an infectious disease. Despite the delicious Mediterranean cuisine and visiting cultural monuments from ancient civilizations, the health measures were loosely implemented. The rule of social distancing was not sometimes ensured at my hotel as well as in other touristic areas. Also, some of the staff seemed to not take the pandemic very seriously.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Measures

The outcome variable of the conceptual model, willingness to travel was assessed by the three items adapted from Moura et al. [72], including: (1) I would like to visit Ambrosia, (2) I would be interested in visiting Ambrosia, and (3) I would recommend others to go to Ambrosia [72]. For destination trust, eight items were adapted from the prior studies [73,74], including; (1) I feel confident that Ambrosia would be a good tourist destination, (2) Ambrosia would be a destination that meets my expectations, (3) Ambrosia would guarantee tourist satisfaction, (4) Ambrosia would be a destination that never disappoints me. These four items measured the reliability dimension of destination trust [73,74]. The additional adapted items for destination trust included; (1) Ambrosia would compensate me in some ways for the problems with the trip, (2) Ambrosia would make a better effort to satisfy tourists, (3) I would rely on Ambrosia to solve any problems with the trip, (4) Ambrosia would be honest and sincere in addressing my concerns. The four (04) items measured the intention dimension of destination trust [73,74]. Hence, the final scale reflected the extent to which destinations are considered reliable and capable of enhancing the tourism experience [73]. While administering the survey, respondents were asked to self-report their level of agreement on a five-point Likert type scale, where number one represented strong disagreement and five stood for a strong agreement.

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Analysis

During analysis, correlation analyses were initially conducted per each group consisting of each unique combination (i.e., CM + EW +; CM-EW- etc.) (See Table 4). The results indicated that the VIF values for all the relationships remained below 10, hence proving the non-existence of a multicollinearity issue.
Figure 1. Four Framing Groups' Measurement Models.
Table 6. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (N = 232).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Models</th>
<th>x²/df</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group1: CNWN</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group2: CNWP</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group3: CPWN</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group4: CPWP</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Models</th>
<th>x²/df</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group1: CNWN</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group2: CNWP</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group3: CPWN</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group4: CPWP</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CNWN (both destination crisis marketing and e-Wom are negative); CNWP (negative destination crisis marketing and positives e-Wom); CPWN (positive destination crisis marketing and negative e-Wom); CPWP (both destination crisis marketing and e-Wom are positive).

4.2. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)

This research employed a structural equation modeling technique (henceforth SEM) and AMOS 24 software was used to test the constructs’ convergent and divergent validities and measurement invariance. First and foremost, SEM is free from the shortcomings of traditional techniques used in experiments such as ANOVA and t-test, as the latter are considered inadequate while dealing with a measurement model. SEM is also useful when an unobserved variable is being measured through numerous observed items, all of which have varying factor loadings on the composite variable. Finally, SEM is capable of accommodating complex designs where mediation or moderation are involved for testing [76,77]. Consequently, the present study adopted SEM to test the suggested conceptual model.

After the constructs were acknowledged as valid, the degree of fit between the proposed conceptual model (i.e., measurement and structural models) and the data was evaluated through goodness-of-fit indexes, and hypotheses proposed in the conceptual model were tested. In this regard, multigroup CFA was conducted for each experimental condition, where the first group (group 1) comprised of participants who were exposed to “crisis marketing negative” and “e-WOM negative” scenarios. Whereas, “crisis marketing negative” and “e-WOM positive” was named as group 2, and “crisis marketing positive” and “e-WOM negative” condition was referred to as group 3. Finally, group 4 represents participants who were exposed to “crisis marketing positive and e-WOM positive scenarios”. Chen et al. [78] suggested implementing measurement invariance tests to ensure that measurement models are equivalent and samples can be compared [78]. Furthermore, for studies having multiple samples, Multi Group-CFA (henceforth MG-CFA) is utilized to analyze the equivalence of measurement and structural parameters across multiple samples.

The present study employed MG-CFA to evaluate whether both the measurement models were the same across the samples representing four experimental conditions. MG-CFA has strengths over traditional comparison tests (i.e., Anova) as it can validate and ensure measurement models’ equivalency across different samples due to its more sophisticated procedures [76]. During analysis, MG-CFA stepwise procedure was implemented where distinct CFAs were first conducted for each sample. Afterward, simultaneous tests were conducted to determine the identical factor structure, and equality of factor loadings was examined. Finally, item intercepts’ equality across samples was tested and equal constraints were employed to the factor variances and latent means. To investigate whether the measurement invariance assumption held, the CFI values of the constrained models were compared with the baseline model (e.g., unconstrained model). In this respect, the variation larger than (0.01) in CFI across the constrained and unconstrained models can indicate significant variation in a model fit when examining measurement invariance (MI). The differences between CFI values (i.e., 0.03) revealed that there were no substantial variances.
across models. Thus, as shown in Table 5, MI was achieved across different models. Having run the MG-CFA, the convergent and discriminant validities of all constructs involved in the research model were assessed respectively by average variance extracted (AVE), composite reliability (CR), and Cronbach’s Alpha tests. The results provided that both the composite reliability and average variance extracted statistics obtained values within their acceptance thresholds (see Table 7).

Table 7. Validity Statistics and Standardized Weights (N = 232).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>AVE</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM1</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM5</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM6</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWM1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWM2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL2</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL3</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL4</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT1</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT3</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CM = Destination Crisis Marketing, EW = Electronic Word of Mouth, DT = Destination Trust, WTT = Willingness to Travel, RL = Reliability Dimension of Destination Trust, IN = Intention Dimension of Destination Trust, and L = Loading of items.

4.3. Manipulation Checks

In multigroup analytical methods, it is recommended to run a measurement model (See Figure 1) incorporating both the manipulation check questions and the measured constructs to test whether the manipulations have worked [76]. In particular, measurement invariance among different experimental conditions is assessed to see whether the stimulus (manipulation) significantly affects the respondents. Therefore, this study applied a differential invariance test to analyze whether there are inter-group differences in the measurement model. When the paths were constrained, the findings revealed that all the four models were found significantly variant ($\Delta x^2: 2.32; \Delta \text{degree of freedom}:4; p. 0.001$). Nevertheless, also for the case when the paths were unconstrained, measurement models were found to be significantly variant across the four groups ($\Delta x^2: 4.78; \Delta \text{degree of freedom}:4; p. 0.001$). These findings demonstrated a variance across the four experimental conditions, indicating that scenarios worked effectively to stimulate each group as expected.

4.4. Hypothesis Testing

Having empirically verified the validity of the measurement models, the proposed hypotheses in the conceptual model were tested. The findings demonstrated that for participants who were exposed to positive crisis marketing (i.e., Group 3 and 4), crisis marketing has a significant positive influence on the destination trust, whereas the same relationship was found insignificant for those being exposed to negative crisis marketing.
scenarios (i.e., Group 1 and 2). Hence the first hypothesis was empirically supported. Moreover, the findings also showed that for the participants who were shown the positive e-WOM scenario, e-WOM was found to have a significant positive influence on destination trust (i.e., Group 2 & 4), whereas the same relationship was noted to have a negative direction for the respondents who were provoked by the negative e-WOM scenario (i.e., Group 3 and Group 1). Furthermore, for Group 3, the relationship was insignificant. Based on these findings, the second hypothesis of the conceptual model was empirically approved (see Figure 2 and Table 8).

![Diagram of Four Framing Groups' Structural Models](image)

**Figure 2. Four Framing Groups’ Structural Models.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct Influence</th>
<th>TRUST&lt;---CM</th>
<th>TRUST&lt;---EWOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group1: CNWN</td>
<td>−0.02 (p = 0.11)</td>
<td>−0.35 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group2: CNWP</td>
<td>−0.09 (p = 0.10)</td>
<td>0.31 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group3: CPWN</td>
<td>0.41 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>−0.17 (p = 0.069)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group4: CPWP</td>
<td>0.48 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>0.59 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CNWN (both destination crisis marketing and e-Wom are negative); CNWP (negative destination crisis marketing and positive e-Wom); CPWN (positive destination crisis marketing and negative e-Wom); CPWP (both destination crisis marketing and e-Wom are positive); H1 and H2 are supported.

4.5. Mediation Analysis

Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) based on multigroup structural equation modeling was applied to verify the mediating role of destination trust between willingness to travel with e-WOM and crisis marketing. Also, the bootstrapping method with maximum likelihood estimation was applied to calculate the direct and indirect influences of crisis marketing and EWOM on willingness to travel. Finally, group-wise comparisons were run to identify the degree of the mediating role of trust across the four subsamples. Along with the direct significant influence of destination trust on willingness to travel across each group (Group1, β = 0.18; Group2, β = 0.21; Group3, β = 0.53 and Group4, β = 0.67), the findings also revealed that trust partially mediates the relationship between e-WOM and willingness to travel in each group. In particular, the indirect influence of e-WOM on willingness to travel via trust was found significant across all groups. Besides the indirect effect, the direct effect of e-WOM on WTT also remained significant. Therefore, e-WOM partially mediated the relationship between destination trust and WTT (H3 accepted). Similarly, the findings revealed that destination trust partially mediates the relationship between crisis...
marketing and willingness to travel across all groups. In this respect, the indirect influence of crisis marketing on WTT via destination trust was found significant. Furthermore, the direct influence of crisis marketing on WTT was still significant despite the destination trusts' mediating role across all the groups. Based on these findings, destination trust was considered to partially mediate the relationship between crisis marketing and WTT. Thus, H4 was accepted (please see Table 9 for regression weights and related significance levels). Furthermore, in light of the SEM results, the mediating role of destination trust was found to be intensified for respondents being exposed to positive e-WOM and crisis marketing scenarios (Group 4). The implications of these results are discussed in the next section.

Table 9. Mediating Effects of Destination Trust (N = 232).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>WTT&lt;--EWOM Direct Effect β</th>
<th>WTT&lt;--CM Direct Effect β</th>
<th>WTT&lt;--TRUST&lt;--EWOM Indirect Effect β</th>
<th>WTT&lt;--TRUST&lt;--CM Indirect Effect β</th>
<th>Mediation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1: CNWN</td>
<td>−0.29 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>0.05 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>−0.10 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>−0.04 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2: CNWP</td>
<td>0.23 (p = 0.01)</td>
<td>−0.19 (p = 0.01)</td>
<td>0.19 (p = 0.01)</td>
<td>−0.02 (p = 0.01)</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3: CPWN</td>
<td>−0.03 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>−0.24 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>−0.14 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>0.25 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4: CPWP</td>
<td>0.41 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>0.35 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>0.46 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>0.34 (p = 0.001)</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CNWN (both destination crisis marketing and e-Wom are negative); CNWP (negative destination crisis marketing and positive e-Wom); CPWN (positive destination crisis marketing and negative e-Wom); CPWP (both destination crisis marketing and e-Wom are positive); β = Standardized Regression Weight.

5. Conclusions and Implications

Despite mounting literature on the complex challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic and uncertain demands for global travel [79], there is still rare evidence on how destination crisis marketing campaigns influence people’s willingness to travel [1,2,7,38]. Consequently, the debate about what and how to communicate during the tourism crisis seems to be intensified [8,80]. This study is a preliminary effort that aimed to compare the influence of owned and earned media’s on creating a positive assessment of destinations under the time of the COVID-19 crisis. To do so, the present study examined UAE residents’ willingness to travel (N = 232 with over 10 different nationalities) using experimental evidence of destination crisis marketing campaigns, e-Wom and the mediating role of destination trust [1]. A quasi-experimental between subject research design was applied in the study, where the impacts of “2 destinations’ owned media scenarios (i.e., crisis marketing implemented; crisis marketing not implemented) × 2 destinations’ earned media scenarios (i.e., positive e-Wom; negative e-Wom)” on destination trust and intention to visit were examined. The study findings revealed that respondents exposed to positive crisis marketing campaigns developed significantly higher trust towards destinations than those stimulated by the negative crisis marketing scenario. In a similar vein, respondents when being provoked by the positive e-WOM formed higher levels of destination trust than those primed with the negative e-WOM stimuli. Thus, the study findings confirmed the prior studies, which have highlighted that both owned and earned media’s can be relevant to boost positive perceptions about destinations to help destinations recovery [16,17,27,33,36,37]. Furthermore, the findings illustrated that even though a destination implements a crisis marketing campaign, the impact of negative e-WOM still surpassed the positive effects of the CM. In particular, although the positive crisis marketing scenario was acknowledged to enhance the destination trust, it was still not able to positively influence respondents’ willingness to travel. This may be attributable to the fact that safety cues used in the messages may prime the probability of risk and remind tourists of the threats or dangers [81]. Therefore, a crisis marketing campaign stressing safety measures may scare tourists and increase their risk perceptions [82]. Also, user-generated content is considered an authentic and more reliable source of information than official messages by destination management organizations in crisis [49].

Also, in the case when participants were provoked by the negative DOM scenario (i.e., crisis marketing not implemented), the positive influence of e-WOM appeared to outweigh
the negative influence. In particular, the negative effect of DOM (-) on destination trust was found insignificant and the negative relationship between DOM (-) and willingness to travel was very weak although being significant. Therefore DEM (e-WOM) was noted as more effective than DOM (Crisis marketing) to reestablish destination trust, which in turn enhanced participants’ willingness to travel at a greater scale than the DOM. This finding aligns with previous studies that highlighted earned media as a more influential channel than the owned media platforms to strengthen consumers’ positive intentions and trust [15,18]. The present study also suggests earned media sources such as online review sites and social media over DOM to generate destination trust when destinations are suffering from the pandemic [19,20]. Last but not least, this study tested and verified the mediating role of destination trust on the relationship between willingness to travel, crisis marketing and e-WOM. Whereas, in the case that participants were stimulated by the negative crisis scenario, destination trust was noted not to mediate the relationship between crisis marketing and willingness to travel relationship. Thus, the mediating role of destination trust was not affirmed.

5.1. Theoretical Implications

Although destination trust and loyalty have been commonly investigated under normal circumstances, the study of the interrelationships between these concepts in times of crisis has been largely neglected [21]. Therefore, this study makes a novel contribution to tourism literature by empirically testing and validating the direct impact of destination trust on loyalty while destinations still suffer from the global crisis. Besides, the present study also investigates the indirect impacts of e-WOM and crisis marketing on willingness to travel through destination trust, thereby contributing to the scholarly understanding of the role of destination trust [26,46,63]. The findings articulated that tourism behavior is a more dominant factor of e-WOM than crisis marketing due to the stronger indirect impact of e-WOM on willingness to travel. Therefore, the present study for the first-time sheds light on the relative impact of DOM and DEM on destination recovery efforts, where DEM was acknowledged to be more effective in boosting destination trust and favorable tourism behavior. Last but not least, the present study applied an experimental design to validate the research’s hypotheses, thus making a methodological contribution to tourism literature as well. In comparison with other disciplines such as psychology, education and marketing, the experimental design remains under-utilized in tourism literature [83–85]. Furthermore, the prior literature also recommended applying an experimental design to elicit the influence of social media to predict tourism behavior [85]. In this vein, this study is a pioneering work that applied experimental design for investigating the impact of social media on tourism behavior in a time of crisis.

5.2. Managerial Implications

Based on the study findings, destination management organizations are advised to invest in both DOM and DEM channels. Nevertheless, e-WOM was found to be substantially more influential than crisis marketing campaigns, thus should be given more emphasis for triggering tourism demand while destinations are still recovering from the crisis. Borrowed from the signal theory, positive e-WOM can serve as a valuable signal, leading tourists to develop trust towards destinations [32,33]. Therefore, destinations should timely respond to negative comments on online platforms (i.e., online review sites, social media, blogs), and spread positive information about the destinations’ positive attributes, including safety and high-quality standards. Besides, destinations should design and host their online communities to foster e-WOM communication, interactivity for a better tourism experience. Destinations are also suggested to take more active roles in generating, distributing, and administering e-WOM information to foster destination image and trigger tourism demand [86]. For instance, destinations can send relevant advertising links or customized offers to the members of online communities, which will create additional value for them and develop an emotional bond with potential visitors [87]. Destinations should also
carefully explore and balance the potential inconsistencies between the official promotional materials and e-WOM created in online travel communities, review sites, and blogs, etc. Essentially, the provision of unrealistically positive messages may backfire as tourists visit the destination and experience that the destination is much different in reality than depicted in the promotional messages [88]. Therefore, destination marketers should try to assure image and information coherency across various DOM and DEM platforms so to build destination trust and trigger future tourism demand [89]. In line with this, destination management organizations are suggested to adopt optimist, empathetic, transparent, and supportive attitude in their crisis marketing tools.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research

Despite bringing new perspectives for destination management organizations to deal with the tourism crisis, this study has some limitations that are noteworthy to be highlighted. First, the respondents were mostly from Eastern cultures, whereas the Pakistani nationals constituted nearly one-third of the overall sample. Eastern cultures have mainly low certainty avoidance, where people have a higher propensity to depend on personal information sources such as friends, relatives, online travel reviews, etc. [90]. Therefore, the fact that e-WOM was acknowledged as more influential than destinations owned crisis marketing message could be attributed to the respondents’ cultural backgrounds. However, it must also be noted that the research sample was quite heterogeneous as there were more than twelve nationals participating in the research. In a most recent study, Carvalho [91] enrolled a heterogeneous sample to find the shared patterns across people with diverse cultures, which enhanced the findings’ generalizability [91]. Similarly, the fact that this present study also involved expats with different nationalities is believed to increase the generalizability of the findings [92]. To that end, future studies should concentrate on tourists from particular cultures to verify whether e-WOM or crisis marketing campaigns are more effective in times of crisis. Furthermore, tourists’ attitudes towards destinations’ marketing messages can change during the period of crisis, especially when tourists feel threatened [93,94]. In this vein, future studies should investigate the relative efficacy of destination-owned media or e-WOM for building destination trust and increasing willingness to travel.
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